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Coming Autumn 2022

Introducing the Next Generation Cloud Native Income 
System for Independent and International Schools, 
HUBincome will be available as a standalone income 
solution, or as an additional module within HUBmis.

HUBincome is the only cloud native income system designed 
specifically for Independent and International Schools.

We have combined the comprehensive functionality of our 
reliable passBILLING module with the 10x better UX of 
our HUBmis platform. All built on a next generation cloud 
native platform.

The solution will have the unparalleled billing power of 
passBILLING, combined with the technological advancements 
and incredible user experience of the HUB platform.



®

Our cloud native product range

With £5 million invested over 3 years, the 
HUB platform is the future of  EdTech for 
Independent and International Schools.

HUB has been designed, built and delivered 
specifically for the cloud, and offers a digitally 
familiar user interface, with a 10x better user 
experience requiring little to no training, and 
has integration capacity with any third party 
EdTech product via API. 

HUBincome Focus Groups

Get involved with the HUBincome focus 
groups to share your thoughts on the future 
of  income management, and ensure your next 
income system meets all of  your needs.

Receive a FREE welcome pack, including a 
HUBincome notebook and reusable water 
bottle, when you sign up to the focus groups.

The future of  
finance

Your choice to integrate

HUBincome will give you the flexibility to 
integrate with the finance solution that 
best suits your school, whether that’s our 
tailored finance offering, Cloud Finance, or 
those such as Xero and Sage.

HUBincome provides the unique 
functionality that a fee paying school 
requires, allowing the split payments 
between parents, grandparents and other 
guardians or donors. 

HUBincome will comprise:

Fees - Manage all aspects of pupil related 
 billing including fees, extras, scholarships 
 and Bursaries
Sales - all other sources of income such as hires, 
 lets and enterprise companies can be 
 managed in one place
Credit Control - Unlike many other competitors, 
 HUBincome has a fully integrated credit 
 control system as standard
Shop - designed to manage school shop sales 
 either on premise or online

Sign up now to be part of  the future of  income management for schools
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HUBincome will be the latest addition to 
the HUB Next Generation Cloud Native 
product suite - a standalone product 
or fully intregrated with HUBmis and 
HUBadmissions.


